Coontz Law Opens Michigan’s First Criminal Defense Law
Office in the Metaverse
LawCity.Com, the first legal district in the metaverse, has signed a virtual land lease agreement
with Coontz Law, LLC, one of the most innovative Criminal Defense firms in Michigan. With the
agreement, Coontz Law is now a tenant in LawCity.Com’s Veritas Tower located at 37, -58 in
Decentraland, and is one of the first Criminal Defense Firms to have an office in the metaverse.
CHERRY HILL, N.J., AUGUST 30, 2022

Meta Productions, LLC, a vertically integrated NFT-based metaverse company, is
pleased to announce that its subsidiary, LawCity.Com, the first legal district in the
metaverse, has signed a virtual land lease agreement with Coontz Law, LLC, one of the
most innovative Criminal Defense Firms in Michigan.
With the agreement, Coontz Law is now a tenant in LawCity.Com’s Veritas Tower
located at 37, -58 in Decentraland, and is the first Michigan law firm to establish an
office in the metaverse.
“The technology shift that is approaching will impact every facet of the legal
community. Criminal Defense firms positioned in a place where an entire generation
operates is essential, and obviously Coontz Law sees this,” said Richard Grungo, Jr.,
founder of LawCity.com. “We’re excited to welcome Coontz Law to LawCity.Com’s
Veritas Tower because criminal defense issues can if not defended properly can be life
altering to say the least. We believe that people needing this type of quality defense, will
go to LawCity.com, and firms that have proven to think outside of the box, and one step
ahead of everyone else. That translates in the courtroom, and perspective clients will
understand this.”
Attorney Dustyn Coontz is passionate about upholding the American ideals of liberty,
the rule of law, and equal protection. He approaches each case with a fresh,
personalized strategy and builds a strong defense for every client he works with. With a
commendable work ethic and the desire to win, Attorney Coontz has helped several
clients avoid harsh sentences and even have their charges dropped entirely. Coontz law
serves communities throughout the State of Michigan.

“Unlike large firms that approach every criminal case with the same cookie-cutter
approach, we work your case like it’s our life and freedom on the line. We’re not a cookie
cutter firm looking at every client with dollar signs in our eyes. Our approach is tailored
to your case. We strengthen your defense by understanding the details, controlling the
narrative and coming up with a real strategy. We’re different and we really mean it,”
said Dustyn coontz, Founder of Coontz Law. “Opening a metaverse office allows us to
continue to leverage technology to elevate the client experience. We remain on the
cutting edge of Criminal Defense Law by providing our clients the best experience
possible through the option most convenient to the client. We are redefining what
people can expect from a Criminal Defense Attorney in Michigan and entering the
Metaverse only solidifies that mindset.”
“LawCity.Com is a ‘legal town square’ where lawyers, law firms, and law-related
companies can connect with their current and prospective clients,” added Grungo.
“Coontz Law’s presence and forward-thinking nature exemplifies the mindset needed to
reach the next generation.”
About LawCity.Com
LawCity.Com is the trade name for Meta Productions, LLC, a vertically integrated NFTbased metaverse company. LawCity.Com intends to continue to purchase, develop, and
lease its portfolio of locations for and to the legal industry. The company plans to
expand beyond Decentraland and provide access points in all metaverses. The
company is focused on providing a simple and secure way for law-related services and
charities to gain exposure to cryptocurrencies linked to DeFi and NFTs. As the first legal
district, legal directory, and legal search engine in the metaverse, LawCity.Com will be
the starting point for every avatar’s legal journey in the metaverse.
For more information about LawCity.Com, and to access the legal district, please
visit http://www.LawCity.com.

Stay up to date about LawCity.Com developments and join our online communities on
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
Richard Grungo, Jr., the founder of LawCity.Com is also a co-founder of Grungo
Colarulo, LLC, the New Jersey-based law firm that in December 2021 opened what is
believed to be the first personal injury law firm office in the metaverse, as well the first
wrongful death, catastrophic injury, nursing home abuse and neglect, employment
discrimination, workers’ compensation, and sexual abuse law firm office in the
metaverse. Rich has been recognized as a digital pioneer in the legal industry by
numerous media outlets, including the ABA Journal, Fortune, Law360, Legaltech News,
NJBIZ, and The American Lawyer. GQ even called him a “metahustler.”
Rich is New Jersey Supreme Court Certified Civil Trial Attorney, a designation held by
less than 2.5% of lawyers in the state, and was recently selected by NJBIZ as a Power
50 Attorney, ranking in the top 50 of the most influential attorneys in New Jersey.
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